Some people are fine having downtime and stocking extra spare parts, if you are not one of them consider
the new Camflex GR. Designed using the proven and reliable Camflex design, this new valve will drop right in
place of your reciprocating globe valve. The result will be a simpler valve, proven with over 1.2M installed
and backed up by customers who say, “there is no better valve on the market than a Camflex”. More
importantly, with the Camflex GR you have fewer parts to manage, saving you money. That’s because
the Camflex has one plug design per valve size to cover the full Cv range, whereas reciprocating globe valves
use a unique plug for each trim size. Simply stated, why have 10 plugs when you only need one with the
Camflex GR. The difference is knowing.

BHGE’s ValvFAST Program
BHGE has designed a series of modular kits across a family of products to meet critical market demands. Certified
ValvFAST channel partners near you help ensure that the Masoneilan valves you need will be on the shelf and waiting—
so you can prepare for the unexpected before it happens. Get the valve you need in as little as 24 hours instead of
weeks. Improved uptime and reduced downtime add up to bottom-line savings for your business.
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The BHGE MARC network is the only place you can access this innovative program. Contact your MARC to learn more.

Contact a BHGE Masoneilan channel partner for more details
about ValvFAST for your plant needs:
MARC Partner Name
MARC Street Address
MARC City, State, Zip Code
MARC Web Address
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